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Advances in satellite quantum communications aim at reshaping the global telecommunication
network by increasing the security of the transferred information. Here, we study the effects of
atmospheric turbulence in continuous-variable entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation
in the optical regime between a ground station and a satellite. More specifically, we study the
degradation of entanglement due to various error sources in the distribution, namely, diffraction,
atmospheric attenuation, turbulence, and detector inefficiency, in both downlink and uplink scenarios.
As the fidelity of a quantum teleportation protocol using these distributed entangled resources is not
sufficient, we includean intermediate station for either state generation, or beam refocusing, in order to
reduce the effects of atmospheric turbulence and diffraction, respectively. The results show the
feasibility of free-space entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation in downlink paths up to
the LEO region, but also in uplink paths with the help of the intermediate station. Finally, we complete
the study with microwave-optical comparison in bad weather situations, and with the study of
horizontal paths in ground-to-ground and inter-satellite quantum communication.

The advantages forecasted by quantum information theory spurred the
development of quantum communications1–4. A staple of quantum com-
munication is quantum teleportation5–7, a protocol that aims at transmitting
the information contained in an unknownquantum state held by one party,
to another party, bymeans of an entangled quantumresource that they both
share. The latter occupies the area of entanglement distribution8–10.

Recent experiments in quantum teleportation with optical fibres
showcase a hard limit at 100 km11–14,mainly due to the inefficiency of single-
photon detection. This limit was extended to 143 kmwhen switching to free
space15, connecting two ground stations; when linking a ground stationwith
a satellite, quantum teleportation has been performed over 1000 km16.
Similar distanceswere achieved for entanglement distribution in ground-to-
ground17 and ground-to-satellite18 scenarios.

Setting aside the technological overhead, improvements will go
through understanding the different loss mechanisms in free space, namely
diffraction, atmospheric attenuation, and especially turbulence effects. The
latter have been well studied for classical signals19,20, and some recent works
have studied them in quantum atmospheric transmission channels21,
establishing that non-classicality of signals can be preserved22. Insightful

papers into the effects of free space propagation of quantum signals have
also been published 23,24. More recently, others focused on the limits for key
generation and entanglement distribution between ground stations25 and
between ground stations and satellites26, expressing the possibility to per-
formquantumkeydistribution in different regions of free space through the
PLOB bound27. All these works have contributed to studying the limitations
for the involvement of satellites in quantum communications4,28. Here, we
contribute by studying how entanglement is degraded between ground
stations and satellites for performing quantum teleportation.

More precisely, in this article, we investigate the effect of free-space
turbulence on the propagation of quantum states in the optical regime, and
how entanglement (quantified by the negativity of the covariancematrix) is
degraded in this process. We assume that two parties attempt to share an
entangled state, distributed through open air, to perform quantum tele-
portation. Then, we make use of the Braunstein-Kimble teleportation
protocol6 for continuous-variable (CV) systems. Particularly, we consider
that we initially have two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) states which are
distributed through free space, and we use them to teleport a coherent state.
In real experiments, entangled states will also exhibit continuous mode
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rather than single mode29. We believe that the more general continuous-
mode case is also feasible in the analysis.

We investigate different instances of quantum communication:
ground station to satellite (uplink), satellite to ground station (downlink),
and the placement of an intermediate station (intermediate), either to
generate states, or to refocus the beam. The different quantum commu-
nication scenarios studied here are depicted in Fig. 1.

We find that downlink communication through distances up to
2000 kms leads to non-classical teleportationfidelities, while uplink paths of
similar distances require an intermediate station to reduce the effect of
atmospheric degradation of entanglement. We then study the limits for
entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation with microwave
signals, and compare them with optical signals, in a bad weather situation.
We observe that the distances are highly reduced due to diffraction and
thermal noise, as expected for microwaves. We conclude by investigating
entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation in horizontal paths,
i.e. between two ground stations and between two satellites.

Results
We consider that we have a ground station at altitude h0 from the surface of
the Earth, and a satellite with an orbit radius R0 and distance from the
surface of the Earth h≡ R0− RE, where RE is the Earth’s radius. Then the
distance between the ground station, that sees the satellite at an angle θ, and
the satellite is z(h, θ). We will consider zenith communication, θ = 0, in this
manuscript, and therefore z = h− h0.

In order to understand the limitations of entanglement distribution
and quantum teleportation in free space, we need a comprehensive study of
lossmechanisms.Wewill describe them through attenuation channels with
transmissivity τi, thatmix amodeof our quantumstatewith a thermalmode
from the environment. The action of this channel is described by a
beamsplitter30,31, whose action in the Heisenberg picture is characterized by

â �! ffiffiffiffi
τi

p
âþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� τi
p

âth;

âth �! ffiffiffiffi
τi

p
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1� τi

p
â;

ð1Þ

followed by a partial trace on the environment mode. Here, â is the anni-
hilation operator for the signalmode, and âth is the one for the environment

mode. If we assume that the quantum state is propagating through a
homogeneous thermal environment, then the composite effect of N
attenuation channels is represented by the action of a single one whose
effective transmissivity is τ ¼QN

i¼1 τi.
We consider a loss mechanism composed of diffraction, atmospheric

attenuation, detector inefficiency and weak-turbulence effects. The latter
comprise beam broadening, which contributes similarly to diffraction, and
beam wandering, which displaces the beam from its original trajectory at
random, describing a distribution P(τ) around the beam centroid. The
quantum channel, once characterized by transmissivity τ, is now described
by the ensemble E ¼ fEτ ; PðτÞg, where the channelEτ is selected at random
with a probability taken from the distribution P(τ). This is called a fading
channel.

We will use this to describe the degradation of entanglement on states
propagating through free space, which we will quantify through the nega-
tivity of the covariance matrix of Gaussian states, and through the average
fidelity of teleporting an unknown coherent state using the entangled
resources. Both the teleportation fidelity and the negativity are reduced
because the entanglement of the state degrades while propagating through
free space. The degradation is more severe with increasing distance, as the
transmissivity of the fading channel decreases.

Here, we will consider two-mode squeezed states as a typical case of
bipartite CV entangled states. A TMSV state can be described by the two-
mode squeezing operator acting on a two-mode vacuum state,

∣TMSVi1;2 ¼ e
r
2 â1 â2�ây1 â

y
2ð Þ∣0; 0i1;2

/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� λ2

p P1
n¼0

λn∣n; ni1;2;
ð2Þ

and can be represented in the Fock basis as shown above, with λ ¼ tanh r.
Since two-mode squeezed states are Gaussian, and the fading channel is
Gaussian-preserving, we can use the covariance-matrix formalism to
describe the evolution of the state. This will provide the obvious advantages
of using finite-dimensional matrices to work with infinite-dimensional
operators, but itwill also lead to a convenient description of fading channels.
Consider a two-mode Gaussian state with vanishing first moments and

Fig. 1 | Quantum communication scenarios studied in this paper. We have investigated downlink and uplink channels, between a ground station and a satellite, both
directly and with an intermediate station. We have also studied horizontal paths, between two ground stations and between two satellites.
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covariance matrix in normal form given by32

Σ ¼ α12 γZ

γZ β12

� �
; ð3Þ

and consider a single-mode environment described by aGaussian state with
covariance matrix E ¼ m12. Here, m = 1+ 2n, where n is the average
number of thermal photons. We consider a thermal state for the
environment because when we measure our signal at the receiver, the
detector will also collect photons from the environment. We want the
attenuation channel to describe not only absorption losses when the signal
propagates through the environment, but also this phenomenon. Since the
average number of photons collected will not be zero, and we assume that
they are completely uncorrelated, the state of the environment must be a
thermal state.

In the symplectic formalism,we canwork in two regimesof turbulence:
fast turbulence (and slow detection), and slow turbulence (and fast detec-
tion). The former assumes that turbulence is a fast process, or at least it is
much faster than the detectors. Therefore we observe only an average
characterization of the channel through 〈τ〉, and the fidelity and the nega-
tivity are characterized by FðhτiÞ andN ðhτiÞ, respectively. The latter con-
siders the detectors to be much faster than the turbulence, and then the
channel is characterized by τ instead of by 〈τ〉. Nevertheless, the negativity
and the quantum teleportation fidelity have to be averaged over all uses of
the channel,

N ¼ R τmax
0 dτP0ðτÞN ðτÞ;

F ¼ R τmax

0 dτP0ðτÞFðτÞ:
ð4Þ

For an entangled Gaussian resource that has the covariance matrix in Eq.
(3), the average fidelity of teleporting an unknown coherent state is
F ¼ 1þ 1

2 ðαþ β� 2γÞ� ��133. In the symplectic formalism, the effects of
the attenuation channel are described by a beamsplitter transformation
applied to the covariance matrix that describes our initial state as well as a
thermal state from the environment. This is characterized by
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mixing the secondmode of our entangled state with the thermal state. If we
trace out the reflected part, we end up with the covariance matrix

α12

ffiffiffi
τ

p
γZffiffiffi

τ
p

γZ τβþ ð1� τÞm� �
12

 !
: ð6Þ

Therefore, the quantum teleportation fidelity after a fast-turbulence fading
channel becomes

1

F
¼ 1þ 1

2
αþ hτiβþ 1� hτið Þm� 2h ffiffiffi

τ
p iγ� �� �

; ð7Þ

while for the slow fading channel, the average is computed numerically. The
other quantity in which we are interested is the negativity of the covariance
matrix, a measure for entanglement. For two-mode Gaussian states, it is

given by34

N ¼ max 0;
1� ~ν�
2~ν�

� �
; ð8Þ

where ~ν� is the smallest symplectic eigenvalue of the partially-transposed
covariance matrix. For the one in Eq. (3), it can be written as

~ν� ¼
αþ β�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα� βÞ2 þ 4γ2

q
2

:
ð9Þ

Notice that the condition for entanglement is ~ν�<1, which can be expressed
as (α− 1)(β− 1) < γ2.

Here, we investigate the teleportation fidelity and the negativity asso-
ciated with a two-mode squeezed state with covariance matrix32

Σ ¼ cosh 2r12 sinh 2rZ

sinh 2rZ cosh 2r12

� �
; ð10Þ

where r is the squeezing parameter, and it is directly relatedwith the (initial)
negativity through ~ν� ¼ e�2r , meaning no entanglement for r = 0, and
infinite entanglement for r→∞. The teleportation fidelity associated with
using a TMSV state is F ¼ 1þ e�2r

	 
�133, and it reaches the maximum
classical fidelity of 1/2 for no squeezing (r = 0), while approaching 1 for
infinite squeezing (r→∞).

Downlink and uplink
Here,we investigate two communication scenarios: downlink anduplink. In
the former, two-mode Gaussian entangled states are generated at a satellite,
andoneof themodes is sent down to a ground station; in the latter, the states
are generated at a ground station and one of the modes is sent to a satellite.
We consider that the secondmode is the one transmitted through open air,
and therefore it is affected by the fading channel. The covariance matrix is
then transformed into

Σ0 ¼ α12

ffiffiffi
τ

p� �
γZffiffiffi

τ
p� �

γZ hτiβþ 1� hτið Þm� �
12

 !
ð11Þ

by keeping only the transmitted contribution, in the regime of fast turbu-
lence. In the case of downlink communications with daytime thermal noise,
for example, the thermal state from the environment is characterized by
m ¼ 1þ 2τeffn

down
day . The characterization of the various effects that the

fading channel encases, namely diffraction, atmospheric attenuation, tur-
bulence, and detector inefficiency, is presented in 'Methods'.

In Fig. 2a, b, we represent the negativity of a TMSV state with initial
squeezing r = 1 against the altitude of the link. Figure 2a shows the results for
a downlink, and Fig. 2b illustrates an uplink. In solid lines, we can see the
results of a fast-turbulence scenario, whereas the dashed lines represent a
slow-turbulence one. Furthermore, blue and red lines incorporate nighttime
and daytime thermal noise, respectively. In full color, we can see the values
associated with perfect detector efficiency, τeff = 1, whereas the lines with
high transparency correspond to faulty detectors with τeff = 0.4. We can
observe that the negativity is reduced exponentially with the distance, and
we see better results for a downlink than for an uplink. In vertical lines, we
mark zones associated to different orbital altitudes. These are the low-Earth
orbit (LEO), from 200 km to 2000 km and themedium-Earth orbit (MEO),
from 2000 km to 42,164 km. Orbits from 42,164 km on are known as
geostationary orbits.

Figure. 2c, d show the fidelity of a quantum teleportation protocol for
coherent states, that usesTMSVstates distributed through (c) a downlink or
(d) an uplink in free space. The degradation of the entanglement of this state
is due to the various loss mechanisms that comprise the fading channel:
diffraction, atmospheric attenuation, detector inefficiency and turbulence.
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This degradation is responsible for the deterioration of the teleportation
fidelity, which depends only on the entangled resource that is consumed.
The slow-turbulence regime is represented by dashed lines, while the fast-
turbulence regime is represented by solid lines. The red ones incorporate
daytime thermal noise, whereas the blue ones consider nighttime thermal
noise. Perfect detector efficiency (τeff = 1) is represented by full-color lines,
while an imperfect detector (τeff = 0.4) was considered in the high-
transparency lines. Here, we observe that only quantum teleportation
protocols through a downlink in the LEO region can produce fidelities
above the maximum classical result35; all instances worse than this are
enclosed in a pale red background.Notice that, in Fig. 2c, results for daytime
and nighttime thermal noise coincide, both in the perfect and imperfect
detector scenarios. This also happens for short distances in Fig. 2a.

The differencewe can appreciate between the results for the uplink and
for the downlink channels resides in the way turbulence affects signals at
different stages of the path. In the uplink, turbulence acts at the beginning of
the path and, especially due to the effects of beam wandering, it affects
signals in a way that is carried on through the whole trajectory. Since signals
have not travelled for a long distance, they have only diffracted slightly, and
it occurs that the size of the beam is still small and comparable with the

turbulence-induced eddies in the atmosphere, so they are a big effect in
terms of angle deviation. This displacement from the original focusing point
of the beam introduces a significant error. In the case of the downlink,
turbulence acts at the endof thepath,when the signals enter the atmosphere;
at that point, they present a largewaist due to diffraction, and thewandering
effects are not so severe. This basicallymeans that we are able to detectmore
signal photons in the downlink than in the uplink.

Intermediate station for state generation
We have observed that the effects of turbulence are more severe in the
atmosphere and have stronger effects on signals that have not suffered
diffraction.Therefore, the scenario inwhichwehave anuplinkpathpresents
more difficulties for free-space entanglement distribution. Nevertheless, we
investigate a scenario in which there is an intermediate station connecting
the ground stationand the satellite, andweconsider thatTMSVstates canbe
generated at this intermediate station.Our goal is toobservewhether there is
an increase in the entanglement available when the distance that the signals
travel through free space is reduced. This already presents an advantage,
because now the uplink does not start at the Earth, but at a given orbit, and
the turbulence effects are highly reduced.

Fig. 2 | Uplink and downlink quantum communication between a ground station
and a satellite.We use a two-mode squeezed vacuum state distributed through free
space, which has undergone a loss mechanism comprising diffraction, atmospheric
extinction, detector inefficiency and free-space turbulence, for a signal with wave-
length λ = 800 nm, squeezing parameter r = 1, and waist ϖ0 = 20 cm, assuming the
receiver has an antennawith aperture aR = 40 cm.We represent the negativity for (a)
a downlink and (b) an uplink. We also represent the fidelity of quantum tele-
portation for coherent states using this entangled resource, for (c) a downlink and

(d) an uplink. Dashed lines represent the regime of slow turbulence, and solid lines
represent the regime of fast turbulence, when comparing them to the velocity of the
detectors. Nighttime and daytime thermal noise is taken into account in the blue and
red curves, respectively. In the case of the downlink fidelity, note that the results
which incorporate daytime (red) and nighttime (blue) thermal noise coincide. In full
color, we present the results for perfect detector efficiency, τeff = 1, whereas the high-
transparency curves correspond to τeff = 0.4.
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In this case, the covariance matrix of the two-mode Gaussian state,
after a single application of the fading channel, is

Σ0 ¼ τdαþ ð1� τdÞmd

� �
12

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τdτu

p
γZffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

τdτu
p

γZ τuβþ 1� τu
	 


mu

� �
12

 !
; ð12Þ

where we define by τd(u) the transmissivity of the fading channel describing
signal propagation through the downlink (uplink). After multiple applica-
tions of the fading channel, in the case of fast turbulence and slow detection,
wewill have that the negativity and the teleportation fidelity can be averaged
as N ¼ N hτdi; hτui

	 

and F ¼ F hτdi; hτui

	 

, respectively. On the

opposite regime, slow turbulence and fast detection, these averages are
computed as

N ¼ R τdmax

0 d τdPðτdÞ
R τumax

0 d τuPðτuÞN τd; τu
	 


;

F ¼ R τdmax

0 d τdPðτdÞ
R τumax

0 d τuPðτuÞF τd; τu
	 


:
ð13Þ

In Fig. 3a, we represent the negativity of the final state, considering an
optimal placement of the intermediate station, for each value of the total
height. These optimal points are shown in Fig. 3c for the negativity and in
Fig. 3d for the teleportation fidelity. We can observe that the results are
improved,with respect to both the downlink and theuplink.Wecan also see
this improvement, especially with respect to the uplink, and remarkably for
high altitudes, in Fig. 3b. Here, we represent the fidelity of teleporting an
unknown coherent state using TMSV states, generated at the intermediate
station, and having bothmodes distributed through the noisy and turbulent
links. Only the fidelities with nighttime thermal noise remain above the
maximum classical fidelity of 1/2, while the accumulated thermal noise in
daytime links leads to fidelities that fall below this limit at altitudes in the
LEO region. We can see that the limit is extended with respect to the
downlink, and the fidelity for an uplink never achieved values above it.
Therefore, the generation of entangled states in an intermediate station
between the ground station and the satellite greatly improves the tele-
portation fidelity.

In the case of the negativitywith an intermediate station, we observe an
improvement, especially in the case of ideal detectors; for imperfect ones,
represented by τeff = 0.4, the results do not differ significantly from those of
the downlink. This is because, for an intermediate station, we are con-
sidering now two detection events, instead of one, which enhances the error
in the case of imperfect detectors. On the contrary, the results for the
teleportation fidelity are highly improved with an intermediate station, and
extend also to the case of imperfect detectors. Although, for imperfect
detectors, fidelities with daytime thermal noise can go below the maximum
classical fidelity. Of course, it would be natural to assume that we obtain
good results for the fidelity because we are optimizing the placement of the
intermediate station and keeping the highest fidelity at each altitude. And
rightly so, but the improvement difference in thenegativity and thefidelity is
due to the fact that, when considering the intermediate station, the states
generated there, anddistributed through a downlink toEarth and though an
uplink to a satellite, which makes them more symmetric. In the case of a
single downlink or uplink, one of themodeswas kept and the otherwas sent
through free space, resulting in a covariance matrix that was highly asym-
metric (see Eq. (11)). Given two Gaussian quantum states with the same
negativity, the one whose covariance matrix is more symmetric shows
higher teleportationfidelity. For furtherdiscussion, see section 'Intermediate
station improvement'.

Intermediate station for beam focusing
Here, we consider using the intermediate station as a point where the signal
is refocused, in an attempt to reduce the effects of diffraction and turbulence.
This could improve the transmissivity of the downlink, but especially that of
the uplink, where the turbulence effects aremore damaging. This is what we
observe inFig. 4,wherewe represent the transmissivity of the fading channel
describing the propagation through the link, against the total height. In

Fig. 4a the transmissivity for a downlink is improved in the ideal case,
similarly to how itwas improvedby generating the states in the intermediate
station; in this case, however, we consider that the sender generates both
modes, and thus only have one detector at the receiver. Furthermore, we
believe that an intermediate station and an intermediate lens contribute
about equally to improving the transmissivity of the channel, considering a
downlink, a comparison that is illustrated in section 'Intermediate station
improvement'. However, when we see the case of an uplink in Fig. 4b, we
notice that it is substantially improved, achieving values above the trans-
missivity of the downlink. This is because the optimal locations of the
focusing lens, represented in Fig. 4c for the downlink and in Fig. 4d for the
uplink, the former is growingwith the height of the link, while the latter falls
in a range of tens of kilometres, very close to the ground station, in order to
reduce the effects of turbulence inside the atmosphere. As a last remark, see
that the results the results for daytime and nighttime thermal noise coincide
for certain ranges, in Fig. 4, both in downlink and uplink scenarios.

A theoretical proposal for beam refocusing using a thin lens, or pupil,
has been published36 which investigates the advantages of this operation
over direct propagation in different free-space ranges. Furthermore, an
entanglement distribution experiment using drones as quantum relays to
mitigate the effects of diffractionhas alsobeendescribed37.Despite using just
two drones, it sets an example for future quantum communication
experiments to aim at maintaining beams at the Rayleigh limit.

Microwave slant links
We aim at expanding the results shown in this manuscript by considering
the attenuation of microwave quantum signals in free-space propagation.
Themajor difference with themodel for signals in the optical regime will be
the omission of turbulence effects. Given the wavelengths for microwaves,
on the order of centimetres, we can see that they will not be affected by the
fluctuations that lead to turbulence for optical signals. Nevertheless, also
because of the long wavelengths, microwaves will be highly affected by
diffraction. By proposing a loss mechanism composed of diffraction,
atmospheric attenuation and detector inefficiency, we aim at investigating
the limits for entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation with
microwaves in free space.

Due to the bright thermal background thatmicrowave present at room
temperatures, these states are generated at cryogenic temperatures; never-
theless, we consider that the squeezing operations are applied to a thermal
state, andnot to an ideal vacuumstate, which leads to themore realistic two-
mode squeezed thermal state. This is also a Gaussian state, with covariance
matrix

Σ ¼ ð1þ 2nÞ cosh 2r12 sinh 2rZ

sinh 2rZ cosh 2r12

� �
� c12 sZ

sZ c12

� �
: ð14Þ

Our choice of entangled resource describes a two-mode squeezed thermal
(TMST) state, characterizedbyn = 10−2 averagenumberof thermalphotons
per mode, and squeezing parameter r = 1.

In order for these states to remain entangledwhen distributed through
free space, we need the transmissivity of the channel to satisfy

τ>
ðm� 1Þðc� 1Þ

ðm� cÞðc� 1Þ þ s2
; ð15Þ

assuming thatm > c, for a state represented by the covariance matrix in Eq.
(11) with α = β = c and γ = s. If the state is symmetric, and its covariance
matrix resembles that in Eq. (12), with τd ≈ τu≡ τ, this condition turns to

τ>
m� 1

m� cþ s
: ð16Þ

These equations are general for any Gaussian state, and are independent
of the attenuation mechanism. This is simply a way to obtain limits on
the transmissivity of free space. Considering identical initial resources
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(see Eq. (10)), this condition is always more restrictive for symmetric
(τ > 0.9997) than for asymmetric states (τ > 0.9992, given the states
studied here).

By knowing, among other things, the arrival time of the signal, we can
reduce the amount of thermal noise that is detected.With this, the condition
for entanglement preservation on asymmetric states becomes τ > 0.996.
Then, we see that the entanglement-distribution limit is 44m, while the
fidelity reaches the classical limit at 43m. In this case, the asymmetry
between bothmodes of the state distributed through free spacedoes not lead
to a significant difference between entanglement preservation and quantum
teleportation distances. For symmetric states, the condition for symmetric
states is τ > 0.998. Considering an intermediate station for state generation,
the entanglement-distribution and quantum teleportation limit extends to
49m. On the other hand, an intermediate station for beam refocusing leads
to a limit for entanglement preservation at 52m, whereas the teleportation
fidelity reaches the classical limit at 49m.

As we can observe, microwave quantum communication is highly
limited by diffraction and thermal noise. However, inside the atmosphere,
the attenuation suffered by microwaves in severe weather conditions is
inferior to that suffered by optical signals. Let us look at an example, and
compare the performance of signals in both regimes.We observe that, when
the link starts on the ground,microwaves can only do as well as optical for a
short distance. This can be observed in Fig. 5, where we represent the
negativity (a) and the teleportation fidelity (b) associated to a TMSV state
distributed through free space. The effects of diffraction remain severe on
microwave signals. These results show that microwave quantum commu-
nication can be appropriate for inter-satellite quantum communications.
There, the conditions for entanglement preservation become τ > 0.706 for
asymmetric states, and τ > 0.847 for symmetric ones, with an effective
number of thermal photons n = 2.39.

Horizontal paths
For the sake of completeness, we investigate the effects that free-space pro-
pagation through turbulent media inside the same region has on the nega-
tivity of TMSV states, and how it affects the fidelity of a quantum
teleportation protocol that uses these states as resources, in order to teleport
an unknown coherent state. The two scenarios that we present here are
ground-to-ground and satellite-to-satellite (inter-satellite) communications.
The attenuation channel characterizing the former includes diffraction,
atmospheric attenuation, turbulence and detector inefficiency, and is
described up to 1200 km distances because, with the parameters considered
here, this represents the frontier ofweak turbulence.The attenuation channel
characterizing the latterhas the samecontributions, except for the turbulence
effects that lead to beam broadening. This is not considered because the
refraction index structure constant is smaller outside the atmosphere.
Nevertheless, we still consider pointing errors caused by turbulence.

We represent the results of entanglement distribution and quantum
teleportation with TMSV states between two ground stations in Fig. 6.
Daytime (nighttime) results are shown in red (blue), and the solid (dashed)
curves correspond to fast (slow) turbulence. The high-transparency curves
show the results for inefficient detectors, with τeff = 0.4, whereas the curves
in full color correspond to ideal detection, with τeff = 1. In Fig. 6a, we show
thenegativity of theTMSVstate, with squeezingparameter r = 1, against the
traveled distance. In Fig. 6b, we represent the negativity for the same TMSV
states, distributed between two satellites in the same orbit. In this scenario,
the only relevant sources of noise are diffraction, pointing errors, and
detector inefficiency. Here, the solid lines are associated to fast turbulence
and slow detection, whereas the dashed lines describe slow-turbulence and
fast-detection results; notice that these appear overlapped.

We show the average fidelity of quantum teleportation using the states
distributed between two ground stations in Fig. 6c.We observe that, even in

Fig. 3 |Uplink anddownlink quantumcommunication between a ground station
and a satellite, using an intermediate station for state generation.We consider
that onemode of the state is sent to the ground station, and the other to the satellite.
a Negativity of transmitted two-mode squeezed vacuum states in free-space com-
munication against the height of the satellite link, with respect to the ground station.
We consider that these stated are generated in an intermediate station, where one
mode is sent to the ground station and the other to the satellite. We study a signal
with wavelength λ = 800 nm, squeezing parameter r = 1, and initial waist
ϖ0 = 20 cm, sent to a receiver that has an antenna of radius aR = 40 cm. This signal is
subject to a loss mechanism composed of diffraction, atmospheric extinction,

detector inefficiency and free-space turbulence, described by a fading channel. In
this case, the results that incorporate daytime (red) and nighttime (blue) thermal
noise coincide. We distinguish between the results obtained in the slow-turbulence
and fast-detection regime, in dashed lines, and the fast-turbulence and slow-
detection regime, in solid lines. The results for perfect detector efficiency, τeff = 1,
appear in full color, whereas the transparent curves correspond to τeff = 0.4.
b Fidelity of teleporting an unknown coherent state using these entangled resources.
We represent the optimal position of the intermediate station, for the different
turbulence conditions, that achieve the maximum possible negativities in (c), and
those that lead to maximum fidelities, in (d).
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the low detector-efficiency case, entanglement is preserved, and therefore
quantum teleportation fidelity is still higher than the maximum classical
fidelity achievable,marked in a pale red background in Fig. 6c. In Fig. 6d, we
do the same for the states distributed between two satellites. A similar study
regardingmicrowave signals can be found38. There, the size of the antenna is
taken to bemuch larger.Given the longwavelengths, the size of the antenna,
as well as the initial spot size of the beam are crucial parameters for
entanglement preservation.

The range of distances chosen to represent these quantities corre-
sponds to the “sweet spot” 200≤ z ≤1066, were the weak-turbulence
expansion used here is approximately correct25.

Discussion
Wehave studied the effects of diffraction, atmospheric attenuation, detector
inefficiency and turbulence on quantum signals propagating through free
space, between a ground station and a satellite. More precisely, we have
investigated the effects of these lossmechanisms combined, anddescribed as
a fadingquantumchannel, actingonTMSVstates,which are aparadigmatic
example of entangled Gaussian quantum states. We have observed the
degradation of entanglement through the negativity of the state, and looked
at the fidelity of performing quantum teleportation with the remaining
entangled resource, both after downlink and uplink communications, and
for satellites in different orbits. We conclude that the best case occurs when
we use a downlink, i.e. when the bipartite states are generated in the satellite
and one of the modes is sent down to the ground station. Downlink
quantum teleportation can be performed in 400 km before reaching max-
imum classical fidelities. The uplink represents the worst case because
turbulence effects, which aremore drastic inside the atmosphere, distort the
waist of the beam and displace the focusing point; when considering the
whole path, these errors have a higher impact on a beam that is starting
its path.

We have also considered the introduction of an intermediate station;
we first investigated a scenario in which the states were generated there, and
onemodewas then sent to the ground station through a downlink,while the

other was sent to the satellite through an uplink. Considering that now the
uplink does not start inside the atmosphere, the results for the negativity
were slightly better than those for the downlink in the simple case, provided
an optimal placement of the intermediate station. Furthermore, the results
for the fidelity were highly improved because the generation of states in an
intermediate station leads to states that are almost symmetric. Aswe discuss
in section 'Intermediate station improvement', for two Gaussian states with
the same entanglement, the one that presents amore symmetric covariance
matrix will have a higher teleportation fidelity, in the well-known Braun-
stein-Kimble quantum teleportation protocol. This fidelity reaches the
maximum classical value for links going into the LEO region. The second
intermediate-station scenario we considered was one were the beam could
be refocused, but in a simple downlink or uplink. The uplink showed a
higher improvement than the downlink, because a refocusing station can
help mitigate the combined effects of diffraction and turbulence, which as
we discussed earlier, are more severe on more ideal beams.

We have followed by studying a similar free-space loss mechanism for
microwave signals, which are largely affected by diffraction and thermal
noise. Although atmospheric absorption and turbulence effects can be
neglected, the distances for entanglement distribution and effective quan-
tum teleportation were highly reduced with respect to the optical case. In a
badweather scenario,weobserved thatmicrowave andoptical signals yield a
similar performance for short distances, microwaves then leading to worse
results as we separate from the source, mainly due to diffraction.

We have concluded by showing the limits of entanglement distribution
and quantum teleportation through horizontal paths, in ground-to-ground
scenarios, where turbulence effects are present, and inter-satellite quantum
communication, where we have mostly diffraction and pointing errors.
Between satellites, the loss mechanism is reduced to diffraction and beam
wandering, and therefore entanglement and quantum teleportation fidelity
canbepreserved for longerdistances than inhorizontal pathsbetweenground
stations, where atmospheric absorption and turbulence come into play.

We believe these results are relevant in the development of quantum
communications in free space, establishing limits based on experimental

Fig. 4 | Average transmissivity of a turbulent fading channel connecting a ground
station and a satellite using a refocusing lens. This channel is composed of dif-
fraction, atmospheric extinction, detector inefficiency and free-space turbulence. In
a solid line, we plot the quantities associated an unaltered channel, and in a dashed
line, we represent the cases in which a lens has been placed in a mid point of the link
to reduce beam broadening. In full color we represent the results for perfect detector
efficiency, τeff = 1, whereas imperfect detection, τeff = 0.4, is marked by the

transparent curves. In blue, we represent the result associated with nighttime
thermal noise, whereas those associated to daytime thermal noise appear in red. We
represent the results associated to a downlink in (a), with the optimal location of the
lens, in order to maximize the transmissivity, given in (c). The results for nighttime
thermal noise fall on top of those for daytime thermal noise. The results associated to
an uplink are represented in (b), with optimal positions of the lens shown in (d).
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parameters to the realizability of quantum information transfer between
Earth and satellites. Provided that classical secure channels are well-estab-
lished, the installation of adequate quantum channels represents the next
step towards developing quantum communication networks, that can lead
to advances such as the quantum internet.

Methods
We sketch the general quantum communication scenario in Fig. 7. We
consider the combined effects of different loss mechanisms that apply to
signals in the optical regime propagating through free space. These
mechanisms have been identified in previous works studying quantum
communication links involving ground stations and satellites24–26.

Diffraction
We consider the effects of diffraction in signals propagating through free
space. We assume a quasi-monochromatic bosonic mode represented by a
Gaussian beam with wavelength λ, curvature radius of the wave-front R0,
and initial waist ϖ0. For a focused beam, R0 is equal to the distance between
transmitter and receiver, whereas for a collimated beam, it is set at infinity.
The receiver aperture is aR, and zR ¼ πϖ2

0=λ is the Rayleigh range, such that
the far-field regime is defined by z≫ zR, for a transmission distance z.

The transmissivity induced by diffraction is given by

τdiff ¼ 1� e�2 aR=ϖzð Þ2 ; ð17Þ

where ϖz is the waist of the beam at a distance z39,

ϖ2
z ¼ ϖ2

0 1� z
R0

� �2

þ z
zR

� �2
" #

: ð18Þ

Here we will work with collimated beams, for which we have

ϖ2
z ¼ ϖ2

0 1þ z
zR

� �2
" #

: ð19Þ

Notice that losses associated to diffraction will be larger when aR≪ϖz.

Atmospheric attenuation
The transmissivity affected by atmospheric attenuation of signals at a fixed
altitude is given by

τatm ¼ exp �α0ze
�h=~h

h i
; ð20Þ

where α0 =N0σ is the extinction factor, N0 is the density of particles,
σ = σabs+ σsca is the cross section associated with absorption and scattering,
and ~h ¼ 6600 m is a scale factor24. At sea level, and for λ = 800 nm, we have
α0 = 5 × 10−6 m−1. Naturally, this needs to be adapted to variable altitudes.
For that, we will use

z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δhð Þ2 þ 2ΔhRþ R2cos2θ

q
� R cos θ; ð21Þ

where we have defined

Δh ¼ h� h0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 þ z2 þ 2zR cos θ

p
� R; ð22Þ

R ¼ RE þ h0; ð23Þ

Fig. 5 | Performance comparison between micro-
wave and optical signals in free space quantum
communications under severe weather condi-
tions. We represent the negativity (a) and the
quantum teleportation fidelity (b) for two-mode
squeezed vacuum states generated at a ground sta-
tion at an altitude of 10 m, and where one of the
modes is sent through an uplink. We consider the
signal has squeezing parameter r = 1, and initial
waist ϖ0 = 1 m, assuming the receiver has an
antenna of radius aR = 2m. In red, we represent the
results associated to a signal in the optical regime,
with wavelength λ = 800 nm and zero thermal
photons, whereas in blue we represent the results for
microwave signals with wavelength λ = 6 cm and
n = 10−2 thermal photons. For optical signals, the
thermal noise coming from the environment is
characterized by 13.57 photons, whereas for
microwave signals, we have 266 photons. In full
color, we present the results for perfect detector
efficiency, τeff = 1, whereas the transparent curves
correspond to τeff = 0.4. The pale red background
represents the region in which the teleportation
fidelity falls below the maximum classical value.
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considering h0 to be negligible. Then, we can write

τatm ¼ e�α0gðh;θÞ; ð24Þ

where we have defined

gðh; θÞ ¼
Z zðh;θÞ

0
dye�hðy;θÞ=~h: ð25Þ

Detector efficiency and thermal background
As another source of losses, we can consider that we may have inefficient
detectors. We will take, as the lowest value, τeff = 0.423, whereas the max-
imum possible one is τeff = 1. We will refer to the latter as the ideal case.
Nevertheless, we consider that the signal traveling through the link will
acquire excess noise that will be caught in the detectors, characterized by a
thermal state that introduces τeff n thermal photons into our state. Fur-
thermore, we consider that the effective number of thermal photons that the
signal acquires in the path is the one that can be effectively captured by the

detectors. We compute this using26

ΓR ¼ΔλΔtΩfova
2
R;

NBB ¼ 2cλ�4 ehc=ðλkBTÞ � 1
h i�1

;

n ¼ ΓRNBB;

ð26Þ

where ΓR is the photon collection parameter,Δt andΔλ are the spectral filter
and the time bandwidth, respectively,Ωfov is the field of viewof the receiver,
and NBB is the number of thermal photons, quantified by the black-body
formula, in units of Γ�1

R . Furthermore, c is the speed of light, λ is the
wavelength of the signal, h is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature, and finally n is the average thermal photon number.

We take Δλ = 1 nm, Δt = 10 ns,Ωfov = 10−10 sr and aR = 40 cm. Then,
we are left with average thermal-photonnumberndownday ¼ 0:30 andndownnight ¼
3:40× 10�6 for a daytime and nighttime downlink, respectively, andnupday ¼
0:22 and nupnight ¼ 5:43× 10�7 for a daytime and nighttime uplink,

respectively.

Fig. 6 | Quantum communication through horizontal paths. Using two-mode
squeezed vacuum states distributed through free space, ground-to-ground station
quantum communication is studied through the negativity (a) and the quantum
teleportation fidelity (c). The states are subject to a loss mechanism composed of
diffraction, atmospheric extinction, detector inefficiency and free-space turbulence.
Inter-satellite quantum communication is studied through the negativity (b) and the
quantum teleportation fidelity (d), where now the only lossmechanisms relevant are
diffraction, pointing errors, and detector inefficiency. We consider the signal has

wavelength λ = 800 nm, squeezing parameter r = 1, and initial waist ϖ0 = 5 cm,
assuming the receiver has an antenna of radius aR = 5 cm. In red, we represent the
results that incorporate daytime thermal noise, whereas the blue lines consider
nighttime thermal noise. The dashed lines correspond to the instance of slow tur-
bulence and fast detection, and the solid lines correspond to fast turbulence and slow
detection. In full color, we present the results for perfect detector efficiency, τeff = 1,
whereas the transparent curves correspond to τeff = 0.4.
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Turbulence
Let us now look at the effects of turbulence.We aim at working in theweak-
turbulence regime, in which the effects of scintillation are ignored. This
regime can be characterized using the spherical-wave coherence length,

ρ0 ¼ ½1:46k2I0ðzÞ�
�3=5

;

I0ðzÞ ¼
Z z

0
d ξ 1� ξ

z

� �5=3

C2
nðhðξ; θÞÞ

ð27Þ

through the following formula

z≲ k minf2aR; ρ0g
	 
2

; ð28Þ

for a beam with wavenumber k = 2π/λ, propagation distance z, and
refraction index structure constant C2

n. The latter, in the Hufnagel-Valley
model of atmospheric turbulence40,41, reads

C2
n ¼5:94× 10�53 v

27

 �2
h10e�h=1000

þ 2:7× 10�16e�h=1500 þ Ae�h=100;

ð29Þ

and it measures the strength of the fluctuations in the refraction index
caused by spatial variations of temperature andpressure. In thismanuscript,
we consider v = 21m s−1 for the wind speed, and
Aday(night) = 2.75(1.7) × 10−14 m−2/3 for daytime (nighttime) values. At con-
stant altitude, we see that ρ0 ¼ ð0:548k2C2

nzÞ
�3=5

. If we consider an uplink,
we can use the above formula, but for a downlink, we need to substitute
ξ→ z− ξ in the structure constant.

In the weak-turbulence regime, we can distinguish between two error
sources, caused by the interaction of the beam with vortices, or eddies, of
different sizes: beam broadening and beam wandering19,20. Beam broad-
ening is caused by eddies smaller than the beamwaist, and acts on a fast time
scale. This will replace ϖz by some short-term waist ϖst, leading to the

modified diffraction-induced transmissivity

τst ¼ 1� e�2 aR=ϖstð Þ2 : ð30Þ

Here, we can write

ϖ2
st ’ ϖ2

z þ 2
λz
πρ0

� �2

ð1� ϕÞ2; ð31Þ

where ϕ ¼ 0:33ðρ0=ϖ0Þ1=3. In the weak-turbulence regime, we find that
ϕ≪ 1, and thus we can approximate ð1� ϕÞ2≈1� 0:66ðρ0=ϖ0Þ1=342.

Beamwandering is causedby eddies larger than thebeamwaist, and act
on a slow time scale. This causes the beam to deflect by randomly displacing
its center, leading to a wandering of the waist. This random displacement
will be assumed to follow a Gaussian probability distribution with variance
σ2, which will be composed of the large-scale turbulence σ2TB and the
pointing error σ2P variances. The long-term waist of the beam can be
approximated by

ϖ2
lt ’ ϖ2

z þ 2
λz
πρ0

� �2

; ð32Þ

and it is related to its short-term counterpart through

σ2TB ¼ ϖ2
lt � ϖ2

st ’
0:1337λ2z2

ϖ1=3
0 ρ5=30

: ð33Þ

The beam centroid wanders with total variance σ2 ¼ σ2TB þ σ2P, andwewill
take σP = 10−6z. We define q as the distance between the beam centroid and
the original center (horizontally-aligned with the transmitter and the
receiver), also known as deflection. We assume that this value takes a
Gaussian random walk following the Weibull distribution22

PWBðqÞ ¼
q
σ2

e�
q2

2σ2 : ð34Þ

Then, the maximum value of the transmissivity occurs for q = 0,

τmax ¼ τðq ¼ 0Þ ¼ τstðq ¼ 0Þτatmτeff : ð35Þ

However, for each instantaneous value of q, there will be an instantaneous
τðqÞ≤ τmax happeningwith a probabilityP(τ). The transmissivity associated
to diffraction modified by this behavior is then22,26

τstðqÞ ¼ e�4ðq=ϖstÞ2Q0
2s2

ϖ2
st
;
4qaR
ϖ2
st

� �
; ð36Þ

whereQ0ðx; yÞ ¼ ex
2x

R y
0 dt te�t2=4xI0ðtÞ is an incompleteWeber integral and

In is themodifiedBessel function (of ordern) of thefirst kind.Wecanexpress

τðqÞ ¼ τmaxe
� q=q0ð Þγ ; ð37Þ

where we have defined

τfarst ¼ 2a2R
ϖ2
st

;

ΛnðxÞ ¼e�2xInð2xÞ;

γ ¼ 4τfarst Λ1 τfarst
	 


1� Λ0 τfarst
	 
 log

2τst
1� Λ0 τfarst

	 

 !" #�1

;

q0 ¼aR log
2τst

1� Λ0 τfarst
	 


 !" #�1=γ

:

ð38Þ

Fig. 7 | Quantum communication channel between a ground station and a
satellite.AGaussian beam (shown in blue) is generated at the ground with an initial
waist ϖ0, and propagates a distance z through free space, where it suffers from
diffraction and turbulence effects, as well as atmospheric absorption. These
mechanisms induce transmissivities τst and τatm, respectively. Apart from the
broadening of the beam waist, ϖst, caused by turbulence, we also have wandering of
the beam centroid, quantified by the distance q. The efficiency of the photodetectors
is represented by the transmissivity τeff. Given the field of view,Ωfov, there is a mean
number of thermal photons n detected by the receiver.
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The probability distribution over q induces then another probability dis-
tribution over τ,

PðτÞ ¼ q20
γσ2τ

log
τmax

τ

 �2
γ�1

exp � q20
2σ2

log
τmax

τ

 �2
γ

� �
:

This function can be obtained from the Weibull distribution PWB(q) by
using

PðτÞ ¼ pðqjσÞ∣q¼qðτÞ
dq
dτ

����
���� ð39Þ

together with

q ¼ q0 log
τmax

τ

 �1
γ
: ð40Þ

Fast-turbulence fading channel
Let us look at how to derive the average transmissivity of a Gaussian
attenuation channel to describe a fast-turbulence fading channel, using the
covariance-matrix formalism. First, see that theWigner function of the state
that results from applying the fading channel is

W 0ðx; pÞ ¼
Z τmax

0
dτPðτÞWτðx; pÞ: ð41Þ

Here, the Wigner function Wτ(x, p) results from the modification of the
quadrature operators x̂ and p̂ by the quantum channel instance ετ,

x̂ ! x̂τ ¼
ffiffiffi
τ

p
x̂ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� τ

p
x̂e;

p̂ ! p̂τ ¼
ffiffiffi
τ

p
p̂þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� τ

p
p̂e;

ð42Þ

which get mixed with the quadrature operators of the state of an environ-
ment. In this formalism, the expectation value of the operator ÂB̂ is com-
puted as

hÂB̂i ¼
Z

dxdpABW 0ðx; pÞ

¼
Z τmax

0
dτPðτÞ

Z
dxdpABWτðx; pÞ

¼
Z τmax

0
dτPðτÞhÂB̂iτ :

ð43Þ

This result implies that we can replace the elements of the covariancematrix
of the state resulting from the fading channel by the weighted integral of the
expectation values resulting from each channel instance43,44. The later looks
as follows, for the second moments of quadrature operators:

x̂2 ! x̂2τ ¼τx̂2 þ ð1� τÞx̂2e þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τð1� τÞ

p
fx̂; x̂eg;

p̂2 ! p̂2τ ¼τp̂2 þ ð1� τÞp̂2e þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τð1� τÞ

p
fp̂; p̂eg;

fx̂; p̂g ! fx̂τ ; p̂τg ¼τfx̂; p̂g þ ð1� τÞfx̂e; p̂eg
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τð1� τÞ

p
fx̂; p̂eg þ fp̂; x̂eg
	 


:

ð44Þ

For the complete fading channel, we will have to make the replacement

τ �! hτi ¼ R τmax

0 dτPðτÞτ;ffiffiffi
τ

p �! ffiffiffi
τ

p� � ¼ R τmax
0 dτPðτÞ ffiffiffi

τ
p

:
ð45Þ

Intermediate station improvement
Here, we elaborate the discussion regarding the improvements that the
generation of bipartite states at an intermediate station can bring, for

Gaussian states propagating through turbulent media. In Fig. 8, we present
the different negativities and fidelities, for fast and slow turbulence regimes.
We compare the case of a downlink, an uplink, and the combination
required by an intermediate station, against the height of the link. We can
observe in Fig. 8a, b that the negativity, in the case of an intermediate station
is larger that a single dowlink/uplink, but only in the ideal case; when we
consider inefficient detectors (τeff = 0.4), this gain is not so clear. As we
increase the height of the link, this gain is not significant with respect to the
downlink, although it remains relevant against the uplink. In Fig. 8c, d the
fidelity of teleporting an unknown coherent state is much better with an
intermediate station, with respect to either a downlink or an uplink. Espe-
cially, we can highlight its partial saturation at the maximum classical
fidelity value.

We observe that the transmissivity in the case of the intermediate
station is only higher than that of the downlink in the ideal case; when we
have imperfect detectors, since there are now two detection events, the
transmissivity is always worse. This can be observed in Fig. 9a, where we
represent the transmissivity inducedbydownlink, uplink, and intermediate-
station scenarios. Notice that in Fig. 4c the optimal location of the inter-
mediate lens is very similar to the optimal position of the intermediate
station in Fig. 9b. This emphasizes the statement that an intermediate sta-
tion and an intermediate lens contribute about equally to improving the
transmissivity of the downlink.

We consider nighttime and daytime noise, again seeing that trans-
missivities associated to downlink and intermediate-station commu-
nication coincide. The same thing happens in Fig. 8. Although we can see
this behavior in the negativity plots, the fidelity behaves different. This is
because the state ismore symmetric in the case of the intermediate station,
and this improves the teleportation fidelity, such that for a perfectly
symmetric state, the teleportation fidelity if F ¼ 1=ð1þ ~ν�Þ, given a
partially-transposed symplectic eigenvalue ~ν� that completely char-
acterizes the negativity.

Take a covariancematrix like the one in Eq. (3), assuming it represents
an asymmetric state. Here, we are referring to symmetry in the second
moments ofmodes A and B, and not in the sense that the covariancematrix
is symmetric. The partially-transposed symplectic eigenvalue is

~νA� ¼
αþ β�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα� βÞ2 þ 4γ2

q
2

ð46Þ

and the teleportation fidelity is

FA ¼ 1
1þ ðαþ β� 2γÞ=2 : ð47Þ

For a symmetric Gaussian state with covariance matrix

ΣS ¼
δ12 εZ

εZ δ12

� �
; ð48Þ

the partially-transpose symplectic eigenvalue is

~νS� ¼ δ � ε ð49Þ

and the teleportation fidelity is

FS ¼
1

1þ δ � ε
: ð50Þ

If these two states have the same negativity, then

αþ β�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα� βÞ2 þ 4γ2

q
2

¼ δ � ε; ð51Þ
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and we can write

FS ¼
1

1þ αþβ�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα�βÞ2þ4γ2

p
2

: ð52Þ

Claiming that the fidelity with the symmetric state is higher than that with
the asymmetric state amounts to checking that

αþ β�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα� βÞ2 þ 4γ2

q
<αþ β� 2γ; ð53Þ

and this is always true for α ≠ β. This statement works for a perfectly
symmetric state, but we can write an extension for more general covariance
matrices. We take

Σ1 ¼
α112 γ1Z

γ1Z β112

� �
; Σ2 ¼

α212 γ2Z

γ2Z β212

� �
; ð54Þ

and assume that αi > βi (i∈ {1, 2}) for convenience, and expand up to first
order in αi− βi≪ 1. We can say that, if the states represented by these two

covariance matrices have the same negativity, then state 1 shows higher
teleportation fidelity for an unknown coherent state if

α1 � β1<
ffiffiffiffiffi
γ1
γ2

r
ðα2 � β2Þ: ð55Þ

This also works the other way around; for two states with the same tele-
portation fidelity, state 1 shows lower entanglement if its covariance matrix
elements satisfy the above condition. Furthermore, we could fix γ1 = γ2 = γ,
and see that for higher orders of the expansion αi− βi≪ 1, we obtain that
α1− β1 < α2− β2 if

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðα1 � β1Þ2 þ ðα2 � β2Þ2

q
<4γ ð56Þ

is satisfied.

Microwaves versus optics
We characterize losses for microwave signals through diffraction, atmo-
spheric attenuation, and detector inefficiency.With the diffraction-induced

Fig. 8 | Ground-to-satellite uplink and downlink quantum communication
comparisonwith intermediate station, where these states are generated.We study
a signal of wavelength λ = 800 nm and initial waist ϖ0 = 20 cm, in a two-mode
squeezed vacuum state with squeezing parameter r = 1, sent to a receiver that has an
antenna of radius aR = 40 cm, and that is subject to a loss mechanism composed of
diffraction, atmospheric extinction, detector inefficiency and free-space turbulence,
and described by a fading channel. In a solid line, we plot the quantities associated to
a downlink; those corresponding to an uplink appear dashed, and the dashed-dotted
lines describe the case of an intermediate station. In full colorwe represent the results

for perfect detector efficiency, τeff = 1, whereas imperfect detection, τeff = 0.4, is
marked by the transparent curves. Negativity of the state after the fading channel in
the slow-turbulence and fast-detection regime (a), and in the fast-turbulence and
slow-detection regime (b), against the height of the complete link. The average
fidelity of teleporting an unknown coherent state, using the entangled states that
result from the fading process, in the slow-turbulence and fast-detection regime (c),
and in the fast-turbulence and slow-detection regime (d), against the height of the
complete link.
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transmissivity given in Eq. (17), and assuming ideal detector efficiency
τeff = 1,wedescribe the absorption-induced transmissivity along a slant path
of zenit angle θ, starting at altitude h0 and ending at h by

τatm ¼ exp � sec θ
Z h

h0

d h0αðh0Þ
" #

: ð57Þ

the atmospheric absorption coefficient αðh0Þ ¼ αo þ αwðh0Þ represents the
combined attenuation due to oxygen and water vapor. The former can be
considered constant inside the atmosphere, but the latter will depend on the
variation of the water concentration with the altitude. The specific coeffi-
cients are45

αo ¼1:44 × 10�3 km�1;

αwðh0Þ ¼4:44 × 10�5p0e
�h0

2 km�1;

where p0 is the water-vapor density, whose average ground value is 7.5 g
m−3, at 5 GHz. These frequencies present one of the lowest attenuation
profiles among microwaves46, and therefore make them suitable for
telecommunications independent of the weather conditions. However, the
main sources of loss for microwave signals are diffraction and the thermal
background.

We can reduce the effects of thermal noise if we assume that we know
the timeof arrival of the signal, and thereforebyusingEq. (26).The limits for
short-rangemicrowave quantumkey distribution have been studied47 using
as parameters Δ tΔ ν≃ 1. This lead to ΓR ’ λ2Ωfova

2
R=c and, by taking

λ = 6 cm, Ωfov = 10−4 sr and aR = 2 m, the number effective number of
thermal photons becomes n≃ 266 at 288 K.

We compare microwave to optical signals in adverse weather condi-
tions. To account for the effects of rain on atmospheric attenuation and
visibility on the latter, we set α0 = 3.4 × 10

−4 m−1 48 and, in the Hufnagel-
Valley turbulencemodel, we nowwriteAday(night) = 3.15(2.15) × 10

−14 m−2/3 23.
In the microwave regime, we need to set the water-vapor density to
p0 = 12 g m

−3 45.

Horizontal paths
We consider two scenarios, in which TMSV states are distributed between
two ground stations, and between two satellites, respectively, each station or

satellite having an receiving antenna with aR = 5 cm of aperture radius, and
able to generate quasi-monochromatic beams with wavelength λ = 800 nm
and ϖ0 = 5 cm of initial waist.

In ground-to-ground, since the altitude is fixed at h = 30 m, and for a
wind speed of v = 21m s−1, the refraction index structure constant is C2

n ¼
2:06ð1:29Þ× 10�14 m�2=3 for daytime (nighttime) values. We characterize
the excess noise in the detectors by nday = 4.75 × 10−3 thermal photons for
daytime events, and nnight = 4.75 × 10−8 thermal photons for nighttime
events.

In the case of satellite-to-satellite, the number of environmental ther-
mal photons is n = 8.48 × 10−9. Since we are considering that the refraction
index structure constant is negligible outside the atmosphere, we do not
need to specify the altitude.

Data availability
All data in this paper can be reproduced by using the methodology
described.

Code availability
The code used in this study is available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.
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